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A

FOREWORD

Oe component of the Advanced Research departmental mission is de-
signed to accc.mmodate our intimation that the future of management science-
in the sense of its distinctive opportunity-lies in the domain of "second-
generati jn dicision problems Research in this ar-,  s concerned with is-
sues of optirai strategy, optimal policy, and optimal organization that are
riot zmn-nab'e in principle to conventional methods of systems analysis. With
its emphasLs on i.he cocept "institutional self-orgarization," this paper at-
tempts to (1) capitalize early on a particular feature of optimal organization
noted in the course of broader studies and (2) bring this feature immediately
to bear as a consider',tion in institutional systems design I aA ,,fc. a society sub-

jected to a rate cf techi ological change that tends to nullify previous experi-
ence and habitual strategy.

For convenience the central concept is elaborated here in the national
administrative context, but there is a decidedly open question as to whether
the predicated i'novation might not be more appropriately posed as an aca-
demic, philar.thropic, or nonprofit corporate en'erprise.

Nicholas M. Smith
Head, Advanced Research Departnent
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ABSTRACT

Trhe rampaint aCCebtrajti ron -sCienItifi(- :ua(~nce and tV' Tloloicial change that.
seems to be required for national preeminence unfortunately entauils d iscouce rti n hu-
man conse'-'n'.' i~pio v c ifl.2 ase's in ultural contplexitY with ominious p05 ihil it ieo
for massive social disruption. The attainment of social aidapt i% it :iv i an idoa:l ri's iu -

tion of this situation, can be predicated only on the has is of so~phis ti cated otII prove cmt ents
of rational control threghouL the hii'rarchical range of instituti oral decision making.
R'-cent advances in the snanag meni set-nees , when exnloited in an institutional version
of a self--organijaing system, ('institute p )ro... ."ig theoretical1 resourees tor extcnding

nres'n scp ofational decision.feaisible designt for a national administrative
research agency is pu i wri 'Iin conce pt, as an uis ti tutional prototvp , embodying the
innovative- orgari zationail formnat needed to ct onec t thooretical ri '500 tes with practical
asix-Cts of social problemn solv inrg. The signilicoice, of this prototypex lies in its imupliica -

tion for a del iLe ratelv self-transforming soc ietv, :k a pirposefuLlV adaptive vers,,ion of the,
social order.
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IN I'F)It [cN

It IS t('tcifl.1tUit 10 ht' -Wchtletv ()f the ullitura prt' si 71t 11011' Ati'll

iit'i', win' 711edlmi IIIpi'.i socials in ns11 t 11iooi;5. can a1"cwi0ipli'so
*6dec S ott.i~tl Xit I )tI o , I((II cIc'it0' L nt Tc Vt 1f 1ja I I d n

pahie 'Kf spt-'itvc-ig hiow 3uch task,- t') ti be r,. ,ili, I t ,c.Th 1
oet'Ae'ni, tntose mental ofperatic..s 'Stt 1 oc1 trtr "an su'At~vc'' cooli .vc to

execute and tnose ha, twYe can r Iro-l p' ,r.o is so ea O'01 At t he (-x -

piorati ii o, the -inner space" .c con lc 'anizatton 1". a1 ca_,c at lea;st
equivalent in scope to' thiat of discyc'''': icc the oiuter spact, * Uce phv-iccal
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equilibrium andi maintained by pragmatic adjustment to clear and present
stresses. As to specifics, the tactical treatment of critical national adminis-
trative problems is the laboriously refined procedure of "staffing the deci-
sion"-a multifaceted process so complicated as to defy explicit description.
Its principal features are clear enough: the traditional depende,.ce on insight
ana intuitive judgment on the part of responsible individuals of proved talent
and on intensive, though necessarily informal, exercises of reasoning and de-
liberation in which both criticism and justification are derived from many
sources of -'pecialized interest and competence. Coupled in unspecifiable
ways with tH's basic procedure are innumerable subsidiary factors of decision
making: the ethical authority of long-standing cultural commitments, the
practical assessment of historic decisions and their consequences, thc exper-
tise of professional advisers, the exploitation of critical and constructive in-
sights that an open society e. -its from every sector of intellectual activity,
and, certainly not least, the inteiplav of leverage and influence in the politico1
arena at large.

The sustained impetus of the American state in its drive toward interna-
tional preeminence attests the notaole skili and dedication with which this high
art of institutional decision has here gent rally been pei ormed. Yet even the
most generous assessment ,- the viability and organizationa' effectiveness that
can be achieved by experimeital comnpromise ad, iits of a disquieting aspect.
This generation is witnessing, as the result of a "scientific revolution," per-
haps the most spectacular and 'iolent perturbation of the cultural human con-
text ever recorded. It is now clear that an inevitable concomitant of scien-
tific and technological sophisticatior is a drastic increase ,n cultural complexity,
characterized by a dismaying rate of acceleration.

With intensification of this effecL in time, critical social dislocations are
only too readily conceivable as consequences of the -ery scientific advances
that are obvious prerequisites for the viability of a modern national community
as a whole. Now-familiar estimates of the impact of (a) explosive overpopula-
tion, (b) industrial automation and the eniouing devaluation of traditional skills,
and k ,) depletion or spoliation of natural resources evoke a sharp sense of im-
pending crisis for industrialized societies. Such disorders can become self-
amplifying and therefore so ,nstable as to be relatively unpredictable; thus,
gp,at risk of massive social disruption is entailed.

This general problem, which in less severe form has continually beset
modern society since the advent of the Industrial Revolution, admits of an
eqally general solution by way of an idealized capability that might be termed
"social adaptivity." The promotion of social adaptivity-that is, the provision
for orderly, evolutionary transitions at the cultural base of a national com-
munity insteaC of violent and wasteful revolutionary upheaval-has become one
of the principal functions of democratic government. To this ead the legis-
lative and executive branches of the US Government attempt enlightened adap-
t 1ti.,-i of missions, organizational structures, immediate goals, pri)grams,
allocatlc-,itrategies, and budgeting procedures throughout tb" national complex.

T'ie omniscience that would be required for the formulation of authori-
tP-ian di.'ectives is no part of the claim of the eminently practical men who
must bear high political responsibilities. The intricacies of the federal estab-
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lishinent do not admit of any such singular comprehension. In the face of pos-
sible cultural impasse, as in the face r,f more pointed threats of military con-
flict, only the elemental necessity to emphasize truly essential commitments
can be conceded unquestioningly. The premise of "first things first" is the
only unimpeachable strategy so far set forth; but, in view of the expertise re-
quired to assess priorities among hiG'hly specialized sectors of public welfare,
the various agencies of government can only conduct, on 1,heir own terms, the
analysis and evaluation necessary to (a) reprogram-renormalize-reorganize
their own structures, mis-sions, and functions and (b) calculate and attempt to
justify their respective claims on national resources.

To appreciate this situati-n in depth it is necessary to recognize clearly
t at the concept of control ov :r a production-allocation process, so familiar
and cogent for the ordinary uses of practical life, is simply inapplicable to the
present conduct of national adr._inistration. The essence of the contemporary
cultural enterprise is the creative refinement and reconstruction of existing
knowledge, techniques in practice, services and commodities in use, and life-
styles in fashion. The ultimate social impact of a science-based technology is
not specifiable in advance; its primary controi principles are heuristic; its
entrepreneurial thrust derives from the insight and imagination of innumerable
innovators; and its accomplishments issue in ultimate practical benefits and
costs by way of chains of ecological and social relations so complicated that
only extensive analysis could establish their eventual contribution in terms of
human welfare. A society in the era of scientific revolution is therefore most
adequately construed as an evolutionary proliferation of successively modified
ways of thinking and living, where creativity, aesthetic or rational selection,
and learning represent advanced analogs of biological mutation, natural selec-
ticn, and instrumental adaptation. Thus there may be little wonder at the
difficulty ol national administrative decision. The task imposed is one that
lies necessarily at the extreme reach of the administrative function, namely,
the "management" of an evolutionary process

This reconstitution of governmental function in terms of an evolutionary
process must give pause to any credulous projection of the adequacy of present
practice in national administrative decision making. It is apparent that demands
incomparably greater than any so far experienced are going to be placed on the
essentially intuitive methods of traditional institutional decision. Intuitive judg-
ment can be a superb instrument of organizational control in a context that ad-
mits of cumulative experience and gradual cha,,ge. But its reliability deteri-
orates markedly, if not disastrously, when confronted with drastic modifications
of environment that disarrange major features of familiar experience and
nullify habitual strategies that previously have assured viability.

INSTITUTIONAL DECISION AND THE PROBLEM OF RATIONAl CONTROL*

The viability of any organization depends ultimately on consistently effec-
tive practical actions rationally based on at least thre- considerations:

*Note that "rationality" is to be interpreted here in a much broader sense than the
mere connotation of logical consistency. This term is to be associated with an idealized
noton, namely, optimal design of a battery of criteria providing for s stemic cognitive
control. Ir App A this interpretation is elucidated with some detail.
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conditional probabilities of events contingent on strategic options, utiliiy of
outcomes, as well as present states, and constraints imposed by limited re-
sources. Although theoretically rational determination of action guarantees
viability (if indeed that can be guaranteed by any means), it is apparent, even
in this simplified context, that rationality may prove to be a highly elusive
ideal. These pristine factors of rational analysis (probabilities, utilities, and
constraints) may properly be construed as stable parameters of action-decisions
only under the blazing presumption that at higher echelons of organization all
strategic problems of evaluation and allocation are definitively resolved An
alterndtive to the oversimplification of u'tility theory is the sweeping premise
that only the injection of rational control at every level of organizational deci-
sion will ultimately assure effectiveness and viability. This truism at least
unmasks the disconcerting range of intractable problems (Fig. 1) that actually
constitutes the task of "rationalizing" institutional decision making.

'Ultimate" values

Entrepreneurial Problematic situation-opportunity
Conceptual synthesis. mission capabilities

Resources requisition

Coherent design (cybernetic)

Orgonizational Foctorization of mission support
Policy: control principles

-- 7__- - Norms: performance criteria
I.

Immediate objectives
Models simulations: predictive prescriptiveProgrammatic Aotv oto
Contingent plans: operation, allocation, activity level
Appraisal ard heuristic modification

01 Adoptive control

I'

Expenditure account of resources

S Operational Action, report of effects

Fig. 1-Hierarchy of Practical Decisions

The central feature of this range of problems is an explosive increase of
alternatives that is invariably sct off by the exercise of creative intelligence.
Decision connotes selection and presupposes freedom-the peculiarly human
dimension of the cognitive capability. Cognition opens action-alternatives
that must be resolved by means of simulation (i.e., the mental playing out of
imagined courses of action) utilizing some particular conceptual model (essen-
tially a theory) yielding anticipat i outcomes by virtue of some characteristic
program of the organization in question. At the same time cognition opens
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possibilities for alternative programs that must be resolved by some definite
conceptions of organizational missions and strategic objectives; finally, cog-
nition opens missions-alternatives that must be resolved by some specific
principles that serve, however provisionally, as ultimate value-commitments.

The import of this sec,.ence is the realization that cognitive decisions
are inherently relativistic. Practical decisions (by which we normally mean
operational decisions) presuppose prior decisions, equally "practical," that
successively involve the selection of values, missions, objectives, policies,
strategies, models, programs, and procedures rather than immediate actions.
The full range of practical decisions and the magnitude of the task cf attaining
rational control of institutional decisions must therefore be understood in
terms of the hierarchical categories of (a) entrepreneurial, (b) organizational,
(c) programmatic, and (d) operational decisions (see Fig. 1). A chain reaction
of cumulative freedom of choice is initiated in every instance of the entre-
preneurial recognition that certain social values can be served by the creation
of an "agency," specially designed and endowed for the prosecution of envi-
sioned missions and general objectives. From every such inception, reEpon-
sible administrators are confronteu by subsequent demands for decisions-
beyond-decisions, and their requirements for rational control cannot admit of
anything less than adequate response throughout the following typical array of
institutional decision problems:

(a) Conceptual synthesis of combinatorial missions/capabilities that will
best adva-ne ultimate values (expressed in terms of fundamental problems re-
solved and strategic opportunities exploited).

(b) Justification of institutional requisitions against limited national re-
sources.

(c) Coherent organizational design by factorization of missions and ob-
jectives for suborganizational levels; establishment of decision principles
(policies) and performance criteria (norms): cybernetic design of communica-
tion !control structure optimized for intelligence acquisition and operational
effectiveness.

(d) Selection among alternative predictive models and methods of analysis
providing expectations of performance and, even more significant, prescriptive
models and methods relevant to continual evaluation and adaptive modification.

(e Selection of inimediate goals and structuring of goal-oriented pro-
grams.

(f) Formulation of decision procedures yielding unambiguous determina-
tion of activity levels, I)rogram mixes, and allocation of resources.

RESOURCES OF MANAGEMENT SCIENCE

The history of rational inquiry per se is the record of the pervasive ef-
forts of men to extend the adequacy or to repair the breakdown of habitual
ways of thinking and acting. Thus it is that a contemporary sense of both
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overwhelming difficulty and massive opportunity has given rise to new dis-
ciplines-the management sciences-that address the scientific advisory task
of contributing to the improvement of rational control, so far as that may be
possible, in the complex context of organizational decision making outlined
previously.

The methodological development of the management sciences has so far
emphasized the attainment of (a) explicit procedures in operations analysis
and rigorous optimization techniques (e.g., cost-effectiveness analysis, mathe-
matical programming, analysis of stochastic processes, utility theory, and
microeconomics); (b) subsidiary decision models (e.g., macroeconomic models,
input-output tables, and network flow models); and (c) operational simulations
as aids to planning (e.g., PERT, PARM, SAM, and TEMPER). Management
science currently possesses demonstrated capabilities in optimization problems
that admit of quantitative criteria for the elemental objectives of maximal ef-
fectiveness and optimal resource allocation for an organizational subsystem.
Impressive advances have been made regarding problems soecific. lly involving
the operational level of decision making.

After it is conceded that formulation of rigorous decision procedures,
operational simulations, and predictive models constitute legitimate concerns
of objective scientific inquiry, crucial problem areas associated with valuative
aspects of practical decision remain. These areas comprise a domain ot
"second-generation" problems (Table 1) for management science and require

TABLE 1

Second-Generation Problems
Deniands of the future in the prescriptive sciences)

Tyoe of value
Decision levels problem Characteristics

Entrepreneurial Holistic Terminal values and alternative missions, justification of
resource requisition, balanced "portfolio" combinatorial
missions/capabilities

Organizational Instrumental Optimai ,. nization: structure, communication/control,
policy/norms, management models, decisior procedures

Programmatic Interface Resolution of conflict: program objectives, strategies,

activity level, resource requirements

Operational Suboptimal Allocation of resources, effectiveness measwres and

maximization

a distinctively normative, or prescriptive, mode of rational inquiry. Tradi-
tional objective scientific methods have been formulated specifically to pro-
vide a predictive-explanatory capability, and it can be shown that such methods
are therefore incapable, in principle, of providing an adequate rational format
for a prescriptive control capability applicable to the value problems sum-
marized as follows:

(R A) 8



(a) Holisfic (value) problems concerning identification of ultimate values,
selection among combinatorial missions/capabilities, justification of requisi-
tions on national resources, assembly of research/development portfolios
balanced for attainment of immediate effectiveness vs long-range viability.

(b) Instrumental (value) problems associated with the optimal design of
organizational structure and communication-control functions, evaluation of
policies and performance norms, assessment of alternative management
models and decision procedures.

(c) Interface (value) problems involving resolution of conflicting program
objectives, inimediate goals, activities levels, and resource requirements
among components of a compiex organization.

It is clear at once that research directed toward the achievement of ra-
tional methods for problecms of this scope ar,' -omplexity must involve a new
order of theoretical difficlty. Of all intellectual enterprises the attempt to
provide a rational basis for value judgment has perennially proved to be the
most refractory. If valuative problems are to be placed at the center of in-
terest for an expanded version of management science, what mode of inquiry
may be taken as adequate in view of the limitations of objective scientific
method? This question inevitably forces the rudimentary management sciences
into an unfamiliar region of metascientific issues. In effect it embeds the
projects of management science in a new and more general context of inquiry:
the range of the prescriptive sciences (Table 2).

TABLE 2

Range of the Prescriptive Sciences

Management category Prescriptive science
of practical -- .- _ __

decision making Appoled Theoretical Metatheoretical

Entrepreneurial Iniuitive factor- Normative theories--decision, Philosophical reconstruction
zations valuation, organi:ation

C .anizational Decision models Management models Rational paradigm

Piogrammatic Simulations Analytical procedures Unified methodology

Operational Suboptimizations Optimal-decision processes Complementary modes

Gaining impetus from attainments (arid limitations) of the early manage-
ment sciences, a fundamental project of philosophical reconstruction is now in
progress. This current program of research is an attempt to extend the domain
of rationality by establishing nietatheoretical foundations for the general theories
of decisions and valuation that are required for the formulation of management
models relevant to such issues as optimal strategy, optimal policy- and optimal
organization. The broad objective of this research is to formulate a unified
paradigm of inquiry in which the currently disparate methodologies of axio-
matics, experimental science, and axiology (or value-inquir ) could be con-
strued as coherent and interdependent perspectives for rational treatment of
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the wide range of decision problems actually encountered in administrative
decision.

Results of research on foundations of the prescriptive sciences so far
involve the following innovations:

(a) Conceptual schema: reconstruction of primitive concept, and com-
mitments in a system-format characterizing the organization of admissible
conceptualizations in general.

(b) Canons of rationality: comprehensive criteria providing systematic
tests for the admissibility of cognitive models; that is, formal, predictive, or
prescriptive theories in general.

(c) Paradigm of rational analysis: a "normative" rational prototype (or
representation-scheme) admitting of predictive and prescriptive interpretations
that are formally primal-dual, therefore mutually complementary.

(d) Unified methodology: operational integration of the supposedly dis-
parate methodologies of axiornatics, experimental science, and axiology (or
value-inquiry).

(e) General theory: preliminary versions of general theories of decision,
valuation, and organization that are generated by the normative mode of inquiry.

Whether the development of a normative-theoretic perspective for inquiry
can ultimately provide a conceptual and methodological format capable of
broadly effective rationalization of practical value judgment is, of course, a
matter for future assessment. It seems apparent, however, that the recent
conceptualization of a prescriptive mode of rationality opens the most promising
avenue we now have for the preparation ot a more adequate response to the corn-
1r1exities of institutional decision making.

The principal intention of this paper is to point out the possibility of em-
ploying a significant new strategem, namely, "forced draft" development of the
no,-mative-prescriotive sciences for the attainment of methods of analysis
providing improved capabilities fur comprehending and modulating the social
effects of technical developments now issuing primarily from advances in the
objective-predictive sciences. In the mo''t general terms this is the possibility
of inducing in rational inquiry a special concentration on innovative methods
for assessment and optimal implementation of the total range of innovations
resulting from the pursuit of inquiry as ', whole. It is the possibility of tur-ing
the view of rational inquiry on its own performance in a manner roughly anal-
ogous to the development of human self-consciousness.

A FUNDAMENTAl ORGAN/ZATIONAI. STRATAGEM

The key to an appreciation of this stratagem is the com ept of a reflexive
versio:; of adaptive control. Even the most cursory analysis of evolutionary
phenomena reveals a remarkable competitive advantage that is acquired with
the self-organiz.ing mode of adaptivity (apparently peculiar to liomo sapiens)
associated with the dual ipabilit. to think directly al -it how to act and to
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think reflexively about how to assess, utilize, and improve the process and re-
sults of thought itself. In effect, the proposal of concentrated development in
the prescriptive sciences, constitutes a proposal to appropriate this fundamental
reflexive stratagem of self-organization that is, so far, characteristic only of
the human individual as an organism and, for the first tirme, to exploit that
stratagem systematically in the wider context of an organization of human in-
dividuals, a social institution. This amounts to the deliberate emphasis of a
singular feature of organizational design that the process of natural selection
has unknowingly vindicated as supremely advantageous. In terms of immediate
interest, such a strategic commitment offers the promise of improved rational
control of practical decisions in an environment where the pace of natural change
is drastically accelerated by the advance of inquiry in general.

The attainment of this objective would constitute perforce a basic contri-
bution toward accommodating the "scientific revolution" by means of a process
of social adaptation. Such an accomplishment would have a long-range signifi-
cance impossible to overestimate. The society that first incorporates an in-
stitutional ver.-ion of the se!f-,"'ganizing m:dc :f adaptivity w-Ill have Liude an
incomparable advance toward optimal organization. The competitive leverage
so obtainea will undoubtedly constitute one of the principal factors supporting
sustained viability and national preeminence in the future. In the USSR a mas-
sive concentration of interest and resources on the cybernetic problem* of
optimal control in man, machine, and society attests the fact that some version
of this consideration is already recognized by our principal national competitor.

To consider the proposed stratagem as if it were appropriate primarily
in reaction to international threat, however, would constitute a serious fore-
shortening. By contrasting alternative social -political conceptions, a larger pos-
itive aspect of the undertaking can be comprehended.

The democratic heritage typically yields the realization (deeply obscured
by totalitarian commitnierts) that optimization of control represents only one
aspect of organizational imuirovement. To those schooled in continual sensi-
tivity to the personal worth and dignify of the human individual, it is readily
apparent that, in add. ioi to the extension of rational control, the general in-
crease of freedom must reoresent a complementary condition for improved
viability and effectiveness in social organization. This is to perceive (as the
totalitarian does not) that creativity and rationality are separable only as fig-
ments. The general problem of rational control does not admit, in princip' , ,

of any final solution other than the attitudinal one of purposeful alignment with
the creative process, and with the piiant and eager acceptance of the indefinite
refinement of organization tha, this alignment entails. Such an alliance of
rationality with creativity can issue only in the opening of new alternatives for
the satisfaction of needs, and finally, even the gradual transformation of hu-
manly limited concept ions of ultimate values.

Maximal freedom and optimal control are dual criteria of optimal or-
ganization. This comminitment, however inexpl icitt. given 1w i radition, is

*Ct. "Sovioet v ernlitics: .ce nt News lhms S, ries).' in %,V. . Holland (cd).
monthly issue's in) translhtion. RAND Nhblications. Santa Monica, calif.. Feb 67 ff.
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recognizable as an enduring theme of democracy. This theme acquires iR3
deepest significance from its status as a singularly crucial option, for surely
no option is more critical than the selection of value criteria that are to apply
to the ultimate assessment of overall accomplishment and present condition
of an organization as a whole. Optimal organization-admittedly an idealization-
connotes long-range viability of strategic posture in combination with continuous
"ffectiveness of tactical action for relief of stress and attainment of immediate
goals. This concept is so general as to be perhaps universally ap *icable. Sucih
a generic ideal no doubt characterizes the ultimate objective o" every social in-
stitution that ever has existed. Distinct options, and thus fateful differences
among institutions, have their sources in alternative interpretations of the cri-
teria of optimality that are independently conceived and adopted. At the heart
of the democratic conception is the unique and tenacious insistence that a com-
plicated balance between the counterposed criteria of freedom and control (or
creativity and rationality) m-st characterize the ideal mode of organization

that could ultimatel serv' the fullest range of human ends.

The significant positive aspects of the proposed stratagem therefore
stem from the fact that the development of an institutional versic., of the self-
organizing mode of adaptivity may be construed as a natural and direct im -

plementation of our central traditional commitment. In final analysis the worth
of the proposed innovation must be assessed in terms of the plausibility of this
claim: that the adoption of the self-organizing strategy would signal the advent
of a new species of social organization-a deliberately self-transforming so-
ciety-and that thi development would powerfully sustain the social venture
that began long ago with the humanist conviction that free men would ultimately
be capable of bringing their collective ideals into practical reality.

IMPLEMENTING TIKE 1TRATAGEM: SOCIAl SYN'mES

The identification of a fundamental organizational stratagem has depended
quite openly on the uses of intimation and analogy. These procedures are es-
sentially justified by a time-honored precept: Learn from nature. By abstract-
ing a significant feature of development common to lominidae, and extending
far beyond the limits of direct human experience, a principle of appropriate
scope may be obtained to serve as a directive for our own future. If this pre-
cept is adopted as a guide to action, the course of nature immediately yields a
cogent insight i egarding a general plan for implementing the self-organizing
stratagem.

The emergence and the subsequent development of individual self organi-
zation are attributable to the corresponding emergence of a singular modality
of behavioral control. The fixation of the habitual activity of symbolizing and
controlling action by the construction-manipulation of conceptual models rep-
resents the central evolutionary feature that distinguishes man. This unique
line of adaptive modification, associated with the appearance of idea and sym-
bol, mind and model, thought and language, may be characterized as the acovui-
sition of a general-purpose agency of the organism as a whole, specifically, a
conceptual modeling agency. It is by virtue of this semiotic (or symbolizing)
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facility that the cognitive dimension of freedom is accessible to the human or-

ganism, and it is the strategic capability of the cognitive-semiotic subsystem

for mapping-modeling-simulating the whole organism in environment that ad-

mits of deliberate, reflexive control and creativity in the self,-organizing mode

of adaptive behavior.

With regard to the question of how to implement the self-organizing strat-

agem in a social institution, the outlines of a general plan are unmistakable.

The requirement is to design and incorporate a general-purpose social agency

capable of executing the following missions associated with conceptual model-

ing of the compiec. programs and contingent plans that determine the charac-

teristic response of the national administration as a whole:

(a) Descriptive analysis of characteristic structure, function, and present

state of the u,'ganization-in-environment (essentially intelligence acquisition

via mapping, mrdeling, and simulation).

(b) Predictive evaluation of the impact of current operations and programs

in correlation with environmental and organizational trends (essentially mea-

surement of effectiveness and viability diagnosis of present needs, and antici-

pation of stress).

(c) Prescriptive design of putative improvements in operational, pro-

grammatic, and st:uctural aspect6 for consideration by responsible adminis-

trators (essentially the role of change-agent in the interest of adaptive organi-
zation).

(d) Methodological research aimed at extension of currently limited tech-

nical capabilities in analysis, evaluation, and design (essentially cognizance

and exploitation of current advances in the prest riptive sciences with a view to

itainment of theoretical models applicable to decision problems of increasing

scope ., nd cormiplexity

(e) Metatheoretic inqui 'v as an attempt to extend the conceptual founda-

tins necessary tor 91e fo rmulation of sufficiently explicit theories of decision,

value, and organization.

In disc iplina erms these ,.m llMtnt missionms are the enterprises of
(a) applied operations research and s'',tems analy sis de>.ign. tb) prescriptive-

scientific method ,doc ica research, and (c) general syst ems research, respec-

tively. In nt lrt repreur tal terms thCse corn pIriS' J:St the combined sectors of

objective and nornai yec sien tific inquiry most relevant for the acquisition and

implementation of a reflexive niode of inst itut tonal adaptation.

It is not i n idiatlk apparent that this orza i.yat ronal formula differs

sigaificaintl v from tilt pattern of centixli ed adm inistrat ion that has been in-

tuitiv, v developed from Ihe earliest forms of niational 4crouping. Two Ill-

poxrtant distinct.ions (.,) 4Yist, hOWt'xe r First , in viw of shet-" voernetic
limitations, the ckim plex "intrr 'ic" ) mb!tni s associated with any considera -

tion of total nationial imterest do not ii principie adnii of treatment by detailed

anailysis under konvtnt iinal national a;dm nistratiin. Such problems are en-

countered only at the levei of aggregation asscw atd with the resix)nsibility of

a chief executive, and even the renarkable rS r-ce'S iof contem porary executive
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offices are yet so limited by mere information-processing capacity that drastic
reduction of the significant factors of decision constitutes thi p lracticable
mode of problemi solving. Second, inl the face of an admnitted lack of warrantable
decision procedure,-. adi quate management miodels, and applicable theories of
valuation and organization, thle operations of aI national administration in the
conventional format are subject to improvenii. nt 1). incipally by the foi tuitous
inji. ction of new techniques and principles rather than by the systemnatic output
of a concerted program of research specifically directed toward the conlcern:-
of administrative decision making.

A centralized agency capable of the fpredicatod analysis research mission
would therefore constitute a thoroughly innovative ty pe of suborganizatiun. anl
adjunct of administration that has su far only been inltimiated by thle employment
of operations research and systems analysis in goverunmellL. Iience there canl
be no easy assumption that thle process ()f social synthesis required to initiate
such a basic modification c, .d be simple or st raighltforwa rd. What is involved,
essentially, is commitment to the concepti of a, fourfold mission aii a~ fourth
estate of govert~ment. In this concept ion the traditional judicial ftlegislative -

executive partition would be supplemtented bY a scientific-advisory sector de-
voted to (a) the r efle ctive function o, aayzing the c'ont ingencies ;) Itcntinuous
feedback relation among options, decisions, and effects and (b !he creat ive
function of formulating mere adequate criteria and more, warrtabtle1 procedures
for the select ion of organi.:at ional structures, pro,,rams .1nd opera .t ins that
tend toward maxim izat io, If gi Venl oft 1Imate values.

Wit hoot engagir in premature considerl O!on of detailed teat ores tif a
p~rototype that m i-iht now be diosigned, thle tellowHig Set ion on! Iilnes the basic
concept oft an emineti jy feasie natitonal ag-ency that. I' institutled, could ht,
expveted to contribute to the imnietiate etfec.ivenless A aIdot jostcat ivc oieci ,Io
and the future viability of thle U7' 1.- 1 n nwSUe heItVIId hiW 0[c f rsn

Cki N1.1 P NAt'I,01N \ 1 .\D~N tSNI tt \ UV- F 1 I \ IWH \i;t Ni Y

rhe fuoc-t iiils of the proIX %sed Al'.tT I arl" rX at fled by di st il o rt eul I c -

nan sr c I analv is andapi ecih h~ieia nur ao
'Itc~t and ) IM 1aiia r ' !11 V t., 0 i*tI. i tc Itill A r I n"Z' v t iona 1

pyramid iTables 3 to Wt Is therefore indica ted, thi. b i'e iict tiontrai i,

Rese.arch Service' being-: supplinhi. litte) bY a lc.'S ixtcnuive rosearki~ .111d d\,%(

acadcniy-stvle iffiliamcfr h )I O LOdii.? :) Ad~il' di- itldIi.t

fok)r UnIfIe'd 'MiitcidWS 11-1 t . ,Iv Ick ; ;11: ll,: it' iii k'

p a r ' i b x v o l u'I1i 1i. i

irj of :k1tvr~dip ii ; -f cirrfiijot ill* c .i i:! % lf r-
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TAD L L 6

National Institute "'or Unified Studies

S, wnccs xvc'hiyianmtis)

Modes 1- - l'evant disciphinest '

Resarc arassomatic I Sem:otic Noe ;c
isubstantive) ! isymiboliC' 4 Conceptull)

Systemns-theoretic Analytic -Log kiitl-eni~itircai analysF
schemna tiorial)

Unified rational paradigmi Objiective Experiincntal phy, icaI Lingistics Mathe matical physical
(Predclive) scusI :CceS sciences

Normna,. Man-agement sciences Aesthetics Mathnmtics o! ;)ptimiZa'-
Ilirescrip ive0 t ion

Philosaonical Synoptic Historical anthrepo- ihernatics Sy~tematic philosoiphy
reconstruction (holistic) logical evolutionary

disciplines

3G~eeaii~e .crip seo Ti tie ( r it M.el ito

of an interdependent complex are sketched out in termis oi respective missions,
general objectives, problem areas, and disciplinary specialties.

01( tions Research Service

Mission. To conduct analyses and applied studies in the (i ,elds -( opera-
tions research, systems analysis. systemns design, and simulation in response
to practical decision problems posed by the US national adinist ratio i.; to pro-
videp technical assistance for the development of in-house c-Ipabilities in the
application of advanced methods of scientific decision making to problems
originating, in any branch, department, service, or agency of the US Governmrent.

Geineral Objective, To appiy existing methods of operotions research as
technical aids to the improveniedt of i-dinistrative decision making: to develop
speciaP red decision algorithms, managemnent models, and simulations as
analytical means fcr rational selection of programs of action that are (a) ad-
m'ssible in terms of known constraints and (b) pr efe rable in termes of criteria
of optimiality sp' :fied by the originators of given administrative problems.

Research Areas and Analytical Techniques.

(a) Optimal allocation of ret ourca~s for attainment tof iinrnediawe goals
under existing'so cial, e-co-nomic, t-c-hn-tol-ogical , and p~hysical c, *nstraints. The
relevant disciplines are mathematical programming (essentially static-linear
and nonlinear, though capabilitie., are increasing in stochastic, dynamic, and
combinatorial programiming), utility theory, plan-fprcgram -budget techniques,
cost analysis, and marginal analysis (microeconomics).

(b) Maximization of operational effectiveness for programs committed
to actior.: solution ot problems associated withi distributionl Of goods and ser-
vices, activities and force level16, optimal comiponent -mixes in comple.x man-
machine systems, and logistic suppxti and mainttenance. T! -elevant ilisci-
plines are mathematical programming, Markov and queuing processes, sequencing
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theory, statistical decision processes, mathematics of optimal control, systems
engineering and analysis, cost-effectiveness analysis, and decision and value
theory.

(c) Organizational planning and control 'or formulation of models of or-
ganizations and design of simulations permittiing selection among alterrative
operational programs. (The ultimate problem in this area concerns the pos-.
sibility of an adequate national maiagement model as a coherent complex of
component models.) The relevant disciplines are in'ventory, production, and
quality con'rol models; distribution and service systems; macroecoaomics;
input-output tables; graphs and rietwork-fiow models; and game-theoretic
models.

Management Sciences Commission

Mission. To conduct a program of methodological research designed to
extend the technical capability of the National Administrative Research Agency
to respond adequately to decision problems of such scope and complexity that
they are intractable under existing rmethods of analysis; to explore new areas
for potential apl-'ication of the techniques of operations researchisysems
analysis and related disciplines.

General Objective. To formulate systc-latic general theories admitting
of significant interpretation in terms of both predictive and prescriptive aspects
of decision, valuation, and organization; to establish, by this means, rational
founditions for the construction of specialized theoretical models applicable to
such issues as optimal policy, strategy, and organizational design in addition
to the limited concerns of maximal effectiveness and c%'timal allocation that are
now amenable to existing techniques.

Problem Areas and Disciplinary Specialties.

(a) General theory of valuation and decision applicable to appraisal of or-
ganizational perfo ... ance; identification of ultimate values and selection of
immediate goals; "interface" problems characterized by the general demand
for resolution of conflicting values, objectives, missions, policies, and alloca-
tion requirements among components of complex organizations (national, mili-
tary, corporate, and social-institutional); assimilation of material and intan-
gible values; measurement of values. The relevant disciplines are variational
mathematics (first-ordei, perturbation theory and calculus of variations), gen-
eral theory of selective systems, adaptive control processes, research on cog-
nitive processes, social psychology, and contemporary ethics.

(b) General theory of organization capable of providing a basic systems-
theoretic format applicable to the "entrepreneurial" problems of optimal
modification of organizational structure, partitioning of missions and objectives,
design of communi-ation channels and administrative control functions, ident.-
fication of criteria of optimal organization, and formulation and appraisal of
strategy and policy. The relevant disciplines are mathematics of general sys-
tems, partitioning programming, communication-control theory (information
theory and cybernetics), general systems research, developmental and phys-
iolegical psychology (theoretical), biophysics and biology (theoretical), cultural
anthropology, and sociology.
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National Institute for Unified Studies (short titl)

Mission. To conduct a piogranw advanced q4udj.eS in the interest of a -
taining metatheroretical foundations capable of incorporating the normative
ovalue-oriented) concerns of the humanities with the objective (knowledge-
oriented) concerns o? th~e predictive sciences in a coherent synthesis of sci-
entific and ethical aspects of dJecision making; to undertake the construction
,)I (a) a oaradigm of rational analysis capable of providing an adequate con-
ceptual schema for the formulation of predictive and prescriptive general
theories predicated as objectives of the Management Sciences Com ssion
and (b) a prototype of inquiry ultimately applicable to the improvement of ra-
tional control in decision, valuation, and organization; to develop and maintain
a. research milieu in which the creativity and expei-tise of senior investigators

from all the intellectual discipiines may be brought to bear in a concerted ef-
fort to resolve the conceptual separation of knowledge, valuv, and action that
currently impedes the development of more rationally effective and more
thoroughly humane social organization,

General Oojective. To attain an explicit formulation of a "systems-
philosophy" that effectively assimilates and exploits the potent complex of new
intimations currently issuing from specialized investigations in cybernetics,
general systems research, analysis of creative-logical-aestietic components
of the cognitive process, methodological study of historic prototypes of scien-
tific and axiological int, ry; mathematics of optimal control, and behavioral
inquiry (psycho-social-bioiodcal); on the basis of a metatheoretic recor.struc-
tion or primitive concepts and commitments, to generate a unified prototype of
rational inquiry that admits of (a) the coherence of scientific (factual) and
ethical (valuative) aspects of deliberative decision, (b) the attainment of the-
oretical models applicable to classes of practical decision problems that are
currently amenable only to subjective-intuitive solution, and (c) an improved
understanding of the process of theory-construct ion itself as a creative activity.

Problem Areas and Disciplinary Array as Extension of Existi:'i Wv'ork.

(a) 3ystems-theoretic schema: a conc 'ptual format applicable to phe-
nomena associated with organization and transformations of or'ganization in
general.

(b) Canons of rationality: a systemic collection of formal, empirical,
intuitive-aesthetic, and evolutionary criteria as controls affecting the admis-
sibility of alternative cognitive models, i.e., formal, predictive, and prescrip-
tive theories in general.

(c) Unified methodology: operational integration of th,, supposedly dis-
parate methodologies of formal science (logic-mathematics), experimental
science, and axiology.

(d) Unitary paradigm of rational analysis: a schematic rational format
possessing the formal property of duality and admitting of alternative inter-
pretations identifiable respectively as objective ind normative prototypes of
analysis that are mutually complementary.
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(e) Normative proLotype of inquiry: formalization of detailed procedures
for warranting prescriptive (as against predictive or formal) cognitive models
ard for applying the legitimate variant forms of analysis that ensue from alter-
native primal-dual rational modalities.

In Table 7 relevant disciplines are arrayed in terms of their respective
modes of inquiry and categories of interest.

TABLE 7

Relevant Disciplines: Sciences and Humanities

System category

Mode of inquiry _-_--_- . ._-- --
Somatic 'symi',lIcl Abstract

Analytic Formal linguistics; Advanced algebra; mathematical
syntactics analysis; general analysis:

measure, relation, and model-,
ing theories

Predictive Physics; chemistry; biology; Linguistic analysis; Mathematical physics and biology
psychology; physical an- semantics
thropology; sociology;
economics

Prescriptive Cybernetics; medicine- Logic; aesthetics Variational mathematics; mathe-
psychiatry; management matics of or ial controt;
science; ethics; juris- perturbation theory; statistical
prudence decision theory; dimensional

analysis

Synoptc History (social-political): Thematic analysis; Systematic philosophy
history of science and pragmatics
ohilosophy; cultural
anthropology; evolu-
tionary biology: general
sys'ems theory

CONC LUSION

The distinc t ive features of the proposed administrative research agency
are the direct coupling of practical-theoretical-metatheoretical concerns and
the dedication to achievement of a significant extension of the range oi effec-
tive rational analysis. These features are clearly reflected in the strategic
and tactical objectives envisioned: the establishment of a conceptual basis for
coherent treatment of both factual and valuative considerations in adminis-
tra,,, decision making and the attainment of analytical m-thods and theoret-
ical models applicable to critical classes of practic,,. s that are cur-
rently intractable.

With regard to the intimation that real promise of organizational improve-
ment is inherent in these features, little debate need be anticipated. The sen-
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sitive issue for deliberation is whether this pattern of organization for advisory
support of administrative decision, in -ontrast with the traditional format, rep-
resents a thoroughly acceptable innovation in means toward accomplishing tiV:
ultimate objective: a national society i:hat is viably adaptive even in the face of
explosive technological and social charge. In view of the healthy skepticism
characteristic of the American temperament in reaction to any suggestion of
federal expansionism, this is an issue that must be worked out exhaustively.

It is a principal contention of this papei7, however, that the contamporary
era is so different from any other in the previous national experienice that his-
torical precedents must be continually reexamined for present. relevance. The
nation cannot afford to default on solution of actual problems by ieason of doc-
trinaire formulations concerning freedom vs control or individualiom vs insti-
tutionalism. For the future, the price of individual liberty-and of national
viability-must be reckoned in terms of vigilance regarding the q',aiity of or-
ganization rather than resentment of or resistance to some arbitrary measure
of size or scope. The desirability of a national administrative research agency
has been predicated precisely on the conception that the critical requirements
of the future are for maximal freedom and optimal control, that is, for the en-
couragement of maximal individual creativity by means of optimal institutional
organization.

The role of the envisioned agency, in summary, is to place at the service
of responsible national admiristrators the widest range of imaginative new op-
tions and the most advanced principles of rational analysis that can be devised
by a research organization broadly representative of the community of inquiry
at large. This plan advocates an attempt to forge systemic connections between
the practical and theoretical phases of social problem solving and, by means of
this more versatile and responsive organizational design, to release more ef-
fectively the incalculable potential of individual creativity and rationality in the
new context of a deliberately self-transforming society.

T1- ,'omise of this emergent version of the social order has always been
implicit in the human uses of intelligence in the long and arduous course of

civilized development. It is the privilege of this nation to stand first within
reach of its era of actual realization.
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Appendix A

COGNITIVE RELATIVISM AND RATIONALITY
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Figure 1 (Hierarchy of Practical Decisions) indicates that deliberative
decisions in general are atainable only with respect to (or relative to) prior
decisions, and ultimately with respect to a priori commitments. It is a poi-
gnant realization that this is no more than a variant of the Protagorean premise
with which Western critical philosophy began. The hard-won achievement of
two millenia consists primarily in boldly facing, rather than exorcising, this
inherent relativism that is rooted in the nature of cognition. Relativism, as a
primitive commitment, may be weakened to admit ultimate closure by absolute
determinant: of decision only at the price of foreshortening the conception of
human freedom. Only a thoroughgoing relativism appears to be commensurate
with the kind of freedom man has by virtue of the cognitive capability-the free-
dom to reconstitute deliberative decisions at any level whatever, the freedom
of creativity. In cognition man found a new freedom, but with that prize he
necessarily bore away also the unforeseen relativity of cognitive decision-a
specter that has been the clamorous subject of radicalists in every generation.

It is a common prejudgment to suppose that this relativism must neces-
sarily obviate the possibility of stable and viable principles as a foundation for
the cognitive enterprise. Yet all that relativism actually entails is an imme-
diate demand for cognitive control, a demand for the establishment of criteria
of admissibility, however provisional, that are capable of resolving ambiguity
throughout the hierarchical levels of decision and metadecision. Not sheer
maximal freedom but optimal organization appears to be finally admissible as
an idealized strategic objective for the cognitive system: and decidability, a
condition associated with unambiguous selection among alternatives, is neces-
sarily linked with freedom as a complementary criterion of optimality. Al-
though the potential of the cognitive system for viability may be maximized by
the creative capability, this potential can be coupled to practical action only by
a corresponding control capability implementing selection among alternative
conceptual ations.

It is generally observed that the nature of a problematic situation holds
the clue to its solution. In this case the refltxive character of cognition, based
on a semiotic dimension of freedom that is itself problematic, provides the
means whereby that problematic freedom may be appropriately constrained:
that is, it admits of the creative institution of successively improved criteria
for the admissibility of a cognitive model, that is, for the selection among
alte'native cognitive models.

This problem of cognitive control, in traditional terms, is the problem
of rationality; it is posed here in a manner that hopefully avoids two deficien-
cies that have perennially obstructed an adequate treatment. First, the re-
ductionistic tendency to associLte rationality solely with categorical or log-
ically imperative control marks a failure to recognize that the problem
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is essentially one of total self-organization on the part of a cognitive agent, a
quesiion of the optimal design of policies capable of providing for holistic-
systemic cognitive control. This is to say that the creative institution of pro-
visional, extralogical criteria throughout an escalade of practical, theoret ical,
and metatheoretical decisions has not been explicitly ccnstrued as a legitimate
aspect of the rationalization of thought. Rationality has not generally been in-
terpreted in terms of the optimality of a system of norms incorporating the
total array of controls* expressly designed to foreclose the relativism of cog-
nitive decision and so lead to determinative prediction, prescription, and action.
An attempt to rationalize decisions in general is equivalent to an attempt to op-
timize the design of a control system for the cognitive process, where the con-
trol system must be devised by the reflexive use of the cognitive process itself.
This "design-problem" interpretation of rationalization is only vaguely appre-
ciated, and there, in short, lies the nature of the first of the two deficiencies.

The second inadequacy (actually a result of the first) is associated with
the tendency of absolutism to consider the complex of rational control as in-
sulated from evolutionary effects, thus severing the mental process of ration-
alization from its ste,.- in the more general process of emergence. In contrast
with the premise that human mental development involves emergent events that
must be viewed simultaneously from biological -psychological -sociological

perspectives, this conception presupposes that man, as the "rational animal."
has a stripe that never changes. One aspect of the human personality, at
least, is presumed to be exempt from modification-his rational nature. On
this view of rationality as the control of thought and action in accordance with
some specific set of absolute, immutable, universal principles, the admitted
variability of individual and cultural commitments can be interpreted only in
terms of an unexplainable obliquity on the part of certain misguided human
assemblages. The resolution of conflict regarding alternative conceptions of
"the" universal principles can then be conceived of only in terms of the violent
process of dominance-suppression-revolh on; the discontinuities that are em-
phasized by this version of process totally obscure an otherwise notable con-
tinuity within the anthropological proliferation of distinguishable versions of
rationality.

Admittedly. certain principal commitments (primarily logical in charac-
ter) are so fuodamental to the control of thought that, since their explicit enun-
ciation, no sane human being. has been seriously disposed to suggest their mod-
ification. It is this 'v idence on which the absolutist depends for intimations of
universality But these commitments are but core-elements of the multilevel.
multistage hierarchy of ontological, epistemological, axiological, syntactic,
semantic, iPractmatic, and aesthetic commitments that comprise the whole of a
distinctive rational fo-mat. Th,., persistent admissibility of logical -core-
commitments" does suggestively parallel the even longer persistence of certain

*The arrav of controls" associated with "rationalitv" compriss at least the fol-
lowi.g cat., ori s of ,ritria for admissibilily .,u a cognitive model: (a) formal, (b) em -
pirical, (c) pragmatic. (d) a4,sthetic, and (e) evo utionary. Familiar examples from each
of these c:tt*'gories in )rdcr are: (a) synLictical w,.ll-forinclv.,--ss and logical cosistv, '. v,
(b ,x,rocptual testiiitt :s: - repr, it lbilit, (c, intcrprctibil ty .irn practicability, (o)
clegance or simphitity, wtd (o) niciorati. o trend or conve.rgence to optimalily.
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fundamental features of physiological design that have recurred in every lower
category of the phylum Chordata. And relativism, to be sure, must admit at
the apex of any system of rational controls a collection of ultimate commit-
ments uciLLting provisiorn'l closure and thereby serving qua absolutes-"hypo-
thetical absolutes." The important distinction is that the entire system of
cognitive controls shall be viewed, like any instrumental control system, as a
modifiable feature of the overall design of an adaptive system; that such modifi-
cations, by virtue of their creative origin, shall be viewed historically as con-
stituting an extrabijlgical lineage of emergent rational formats; and that the
warrantabiiity of any rational prototype shall be construed as ultimately de-
pending on the adaptive advantage that it confers on the psycho-social-biological
systems that apply that version of cognitive control toward the attainment of
optimal org'nization in the continuing context of emergent events.

On this view it is not conceivable that man can have or attain rationality
in any unqualified sense. No definitive condition can be attached to this term.
The word "rational," like the word "gocd," denotes a completely general,
idealized criterion-a concept having operational rather than substantive sig-
nificance-open to any one of an indefinite number of interpretations given a
specific context. It has the definite connotation of "systemic optimality of
cognitive control," but this "optimality" cannot be independent of the cybernetic
characteristics, objectives, norms, constraints, and the psycho-social-biological
domain of interaction specific to the given cognitive system. Under the premise
that all these factors are subjoct to dynamic or sporadic r-odifications occur-
ring in the general context of natural selection, it follows that a considerable
variety of competitive versions of "rationality" must have arisen. Insofar as
the very notion of process presupposes some version of process-control, it
must be allowed that every cognitive agent (even a _sychoneurotic one) exhibits
some version of rationality. Man therefore may not legitimately be viewed stat-
ically as the rational animal but rather as an animal peculiarly endowed with
a dynamic capability for extending the degree and range -'f his rationality,
i.e., for continually enlarging the scope of his domain ol interaction simul-
taneously with the continual refinement of his approximation to optii..al sys-
temic control.

The so-called problem of rationality is not the kind of problem that anyone
is ever going to solve in any sense other than the attitudinal one of purposeful
alignment with an emergent process that involves tie indefinite extension and
refinement of self-organization. This is to admit that creativity and rationality
are separable only as figments, a conclusion already suggested by the status
of their respective correlates, freedom and decidability. Creativity and ra-
tionality represent complementary aspects of optimal cognitive organization.
and the essential nature of cognition must therefore be understood in te'ms of
an evo.Aionarv process of optimization that is ,haracterized by interdependence
between (a) the creative fun'tion of c mceptualization and (b) the rational function
of selection among alternative conceptualizations
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